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the blu-ray disc for ocean waves has a 1.78:1 aspect ratio. the image is mostly very good, with only some minor specks and some light blocking. details are good, with a few deep blacks and high contrast. the disc comes in a black keepcase. this is the eighth feature film from the critically acclaimed japanese animation studio
ghibli (composed of hayao miyazaki and isao takahata). the film is the first to feature a character named "tora," a name that means "thunder" in japanese. it is inspired by a real-life event in which a man named kiyoaki matsugae (played by koichi saito) was struck by lightning while riding a train. his story is told in chapters as

he narrates it to his dying wife. i initially found the film's visuals to be a little disjointed. i felt that the pacing was a bit off, but eventually i came to realize that the film was telling a story and that it was all part of the story's overall effect. the film is one of the biggest hits of all time and remains the highest-grossing film in
japanese history. miyazaki's great directorial skills, amazing cgi animation, and a great story were a winning combination. it received the highest number of nominations and awards of any ghibli film, although it didn't win any. the film received 11 oscar nominations, winning four, including best animated feature. ghibli received

a special academy award for technical achievement for their use of computer animation in making spirited away. it was nominated in five other categories, including best picture, best animated feature, best original song, best original score, and best animated short film. it won two more academy awards, best original
screenplay and best animated short film. it was nominated for eight more, including best picture, but lost to slumdog millionaire.
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the reason this update is so significant, is that it is the first time that the images are not just of miyazaki's movies, but also of the other ghibli producers as well. the thought that i had when viewing this first batch of images was how exactly did hayao miyazaki decide to include certain scenes or certain characters, and how much
of the final product was his decision in the first place? did he pick on the elements that he liked the best and decided to push the story forward? i also wondered what more was left out and what was left in the cut scenes, even if it wasn't miyazaki's handiwork. when you're dealing with a filmography of 1178 images, there's

definitely a lot of images to choose from. in total, there are a total of 118 images that feature a shot of the sea. of those 118, there are only 26 that are of the ocean as opposed to just the tide. while many of the images are a cut scene from the film, some are of scenes in the background of the set. some are simple stills of the
location, some are of the characters, and some are of the artwork in the room. some are from the sequences that miyazaki took his own shot of, and some are from the shots taken by the other ghibli directors, like the wind rises's isao takahata. while some of the images may be a little underwhelming, others are quite

interesting and you can really see the variety of shots used in the ghibli filmography. in all honesty, i think that this update has been a long time coming. after all, studio ghibli has been involved with bringing hayao miyazaki's stories to life for a long time. with the release of the final blu-ray of howl's moving castle and the
release of the final dvd of princess mononoke , these updates seem like a natural extension. it also seems that studio ghibli is thinking more about preserving miyazaki's vision for the future. ghibli museum has already been a major success, and i think this move toward preserving miyazaki's vision will eventually reap huge

rewards for the studio. when the theater company and others are done with miyazaki's films, they will want to showcase his work as it originally was meant to be seen, and it would be a shame if the ghibli museum did not have enough to go around. 5ec8ef588b
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